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matev presents innovations for grounds care 
 
At this year's demopark from June 18th to 20th, 2023, matev GmbH from Langenzenn will 
showcase its wide range of tractor basic equipment and attachments for green area mainte-
nance, as well as for dirt removal and winter services. Various new products have also been 
introduced by matev at Europe's largest outdoor exhibition for the green industry. 
 
Langenzenn / June 16, 2023 – The demopark in Eisenach is once again a highlight in matev's 
trade fair calendar this year. At booth B-255, visitors can experience matev GmbH's attach-
ments live for three days and be convinced of the quality of the equipment. In addition to the 
proven range of tractor basic equipment such as front linkages and a wide range of attach-
ments, various new developments will be presented. 
 
New Streetfighter in matev's sweeping machine range  
In the grounds care program, matev presents its latest innovation: the sweeping machine 
SWE-57, which is being introduced for the first time at demopark. It has been specially de-
signed for use with compact tractors with a power range of 30-60 HP. With its robust steel 
frame, the SWE-57 series sweeping machines are ideal for professional use in municipalities 
and service providers. It will initially be available in working widths of 140, 160, and 180 cm. 
 
The new feature of this matev sweeping machine is the side drive with a chain gear as an 
extension of the existing matev product line with center drive. While deviating from their 
previous line of exclusively producing center-drive sweeping machines, matev follows the 
saying of Goethe: "Everyone should sweep in front of their own door, and the world will be 
clean." 
 
One particularly innovative aspect is the easy adjustment of the input speed, which can be 
achieved with few parts, enabling easy handling and maintenance. This allows the sweeping 
machine to be adapted to the specific requirements and speeds of the tractor. In addition, 
by rotating the gearbox, a quick and uncomplicated switch between CW and CCW rotation 
can be achieved. 
 
The SWE-57 comes standard with pendulum compensation optimize the sweeping ma-
chine's adaptation to different surfaces. The particularly uncomplicated height adjustment 
of the sweeping roller contributes significantly to efficient and precise adjustment of the 
machine to various surfaces. 
 
The change of sweeping rollers is simple and uncomplicated, increasing the flexibility and 
versatility of the sweeping machine. This allows different sweeping rollers to be used for 
various applications. Overall, the SWE-57 with side drive offers a powerful solution for pro-
fessional use, meeting the requirements of municipalities and service providers. 
 
Proven suction performance in a new product  
matev GmbH also presents an innovative product novelty with the MRM-120 AS suction 
sweeper system. The system features active suction that directs the collected material into 
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any collection container. The system has a working width of 120 cm and can be optionally 
expanded with two side brushes, increasing the overall working width to 2.1 m. The active 
suction can also be purchased as a retrofit kit for the current MRM-120 suction sweeper. 
 
The MRM-120 AS suction sweeper system offers an effective cleaning solution with high 
quality and performance. The system uses the same turbine for active suction as the proven 
matev CLS material collection devices that have already established themselves in the mar-
ket for years. Thus, the MRM-120 AS suction sweeper system is a durable and reliable tech-
nology that meets the daily requirements of the working environment. 
 
The hydraulically driven rotor brush of the system ensures perfect cleaning results for 
leaves, grass clippings, dirt, and debris, including wet and compacted sweepings. The active 
suction allows flexible and quick disposal. 
 
 
 
Image material is available upon request. 
Publication free of charge, specimen copy or link requested. 
 
About matev GmbH 
matev GmbH is an independent manufacturer of high-quality attachments for municipal and 
agricultural technology. The focus is on machines for lawn and property maintenance. The 
long-established company based in Langenzenn (Bavaria) has stood for innovative ma-
chines for the areas of lifting, mowing, vacuuming, collecting, sweeping, clearing, spreading 
and moving for over 50 years. The product range is rounded off by basic tractor equipment 
such as robust front linkages, motor PTO shafts, front fenders, hydraulic components and 
cabs. 
 
More information at www.matev.eu 
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